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The JavaBeans component model allows users to plug together software components to create
Java applications by specifying simple relationships between component events and properties.
This paper describes work on augmenting the simple JavaBeans model with a multi-way
constraint mechanism that allows users to graphically specify more complex multi-way
contraints, resolve cyclical constraints between bean properties and graphically layout bean
components. We also discuss weaknesses in the JavaBeans model and Java Abstract
Windowing Toolkit (AWT) that were discovered while integrating a constraint mechanism with
JavaBeans.
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Complete Abstract:
The JavaBeans component model allows users to plug together software components to create Java
applications by specifying simple relationships between component events and properties. This paper
describes work on augmenting the simple JavaBeans model with a multi-way constraint mechanism that
allows users to graphically specify more complex multi-way contraints, resolve cyclical constraints
between bean properties and graphically layout bean components. We also discuss weaknesses in the
JavaBeans model and Java Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) that were discovered while integrating a
constraint mechanism with JavaBeans.

